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1.4 A Brief Overview on Utilization of Research Reactors in China
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Abstract

The utilization on research reactors in China, such as neutron scattering study, neutron
activation analysis and it applications in wide fields, radioisotope production including fission
Mo-Tc generators and non-fission Tc-99mn generator, BNCT study and many others, is briefly
overviewed.

1. Introduction
Though the main research reactors in China are facing the aging problem, they are still

required to fulfill the tasks of utilization after having enhanced their safety level by renovation
activity and upgrading to approach more or less to modern safety standards and regulations.

Most of utilization has been covered by the main research reactors in China, such as
engineering test for fuel assemblies or materials, radioisotope production, neutron activation
analysis, neutron scattering research, etc.

A new research reactor, named China Advanced Research Reactor or CARR for short,
is now under design and to be erected in CIAE. This new research reactor is expected to reach
its first criticality around the year of 2005. Then it will take the utilization tasks for the aged
reactors in CIAE, which are about to be decommissioned.

In this paper, the utilization on neutron scattering experiment, RI production, NAA,
BNCT and some other applications on research reactors in China is briefly overviewed.

2. Status of Neutron Scattering Experiment
In China, only one research reactor, HWRR, has been installed cold neutron source and

equipped with a few neutron scattering devices, such as powder diffractometer, triple axis
spectrometer, four circle diffractomneter, double-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer, SANS
spectrometer with a 64x64 element He position sensitive detector, Be-filter wide angle
detector spectrometer, etc.

The cold neutron source system was equipped with HWRR in 1984. The moderator cell
filled with 20K liquid hydrogen was located at the end of one horizontal beam tube where the
neutron flux is quite low, about Oll nlcm'. s.

Study and many experiments on the neutron scattering field have been conducted since
the cold neutron source was established in HWRR. However, because of the low parameters
and some other problems, the system is not effectively used now and the more important
significance for this device may fall in how to use itfor tracing the progress in this field,
keeping and enhancing a specialist team, which is essential once the CARR is put into
operation in near future.

3. RI Production in China
In 1960', China started radioisotope production in CIAE. A few kinds of radioisotopes

were produced for scientific research. Following the development of nuclear medicine and
extending of application fields of radioisotope and their labeling compounds in industry,
agriculture and scientific research, more and more radioisotopes and their labeling compounds
were quickly developed. Particularly, with the complete of HFTER in 1970, China's ability of
RI production were greatly enlarged. Today, almost all variety of radioisotopes can be
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produced in China, and research reactor is still the implacable facility for production of RI,
more than 3000 domestic hospitals are supplied with these radioisotopes.

Among them, it is worth mentioning that the production of Tc-99m generator for
nuclear medicine because of its very important position in disease diagnosis. The parent Mo-
99m, used for Tc-99m generator preparation can be obtained from two methods, fission
product of ... U Mo-99 and neutron activated Mo-99m.

Though the Fission-type Tc-99m generator is most frequently adopted both in
developed and developing countries because of its distinctive merits, such as high specific
activity, high elution efficiency, high concentration of Tc-99m, it has disadvantages of high
capital cost of producing facilities, contamination problems of by-products of ... U to both
Mo-99 and environment, difficulties of waste disposal. So, the neutron activated Mo-99m is
used for producing gel-type Tc-99m generator in a few developing countries. In China, both
methods are used for producing Tc-99m generator. In 1986, the institute of NPIC started to
produce gel-type Tc-99m generator while in CIAE, the fission-type.

4. NAA in China
The earliest activities of reactor neutron activation analysis (NAA) in China can be

traced back to early I1960s, shortly after China's first research reactor (a 10 MW Heavy Water
Research Reactor, HWRR) was built in 1958. Modem reactor NAA based on high energy
resolution Ge gamma-ray spectrometry was established in early 1 970s. Up to now some 20
institutions are engaged in reactor NAA on 9 research reactors, i.e. one heavy water research
reactor (HWRR) in Beijing, one pulse reactor in Xi'an, 3 Swimming Pool Reactors (SPR) in
Beijing and Sichuan, and 4 Miniature Neutron Source Reactors (MINSR) in Beijing, Shanghai,
Shandong and Shenzhen. The technique has been used to wide variety of scientific and
industrial fields.

Research work on reactor NAA falls in two major categories, i.e. methodology and
applications.

Major Chinese contributions in methodological research of reactor NAA include:
*Extensions to K-NAA, including K methodology of non - Nv (n,y) reactions;

parametric correction for interferences from fission, threshold reactions, and y-ray spectra;
parametric normalizations for different counting geometries; parametric prediction and
correction for neutron flux self-shielding effect; etc.;

* Computerization and automation of hybrid Ku-relative NAA;
* Efforts in making NAA a primary ratio method of analysis for multiple trace elements

(as to be elaborated by Prof. Tian);
*Establishment of a set of simple and effective radiochemical separation schemes,

especially for rare earth elements (REE) and platinum group elements (PGE)
*Establishment of pre-irradiation chemical/biochemical separation procedures for

speciation NAA.
Major Chinese contribution in applications of reactor NAA include:
* In metrological science --- high accuracy determinations of multi-elements for

reference materials certifications; etc.;
* In geo- and cosmo- sciences --- NAA of geogas for exploration of deep-laying mineral

deposits; etc.;
*In environmental sciences --- NAA of airborne particulate matter for sourcing and

source apportioning of air pollution; etc.;
* In material science --- NAA of high purity materials (mainly Si and S products) for

multi-element impurities and process control; etc.;
* In archaeological and forensic sciences --- study on origins for multi-element pattern;

etc.
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Future development of reactor NAA may be directed towards the following aspects:
* Further refining the technique to make it an internationally recognized primary method

for reference materials certification;
* Popularizing the techniques mainly by establishing more MNSRs for both China and

other countries of the world;
* Applying the technique to wider range of scientific and industrial users; etc.

5. Current Status of BNCT Study in China
In China, there is no reactor installed with BNCT facilities up to now, but the related

study in this field has been highly concerned. It is recognized that a good prospect will attach
to BNCT for treating malignant brain tumor before the unpredictable gene therapy gets
radical cure for this disease.

For the passed decade, pharmaceutical experts in China have worked out the foundation
of boron compounds and some medical doctors and biochemists have conducted the study to
combine `13 and mono-clone antibody in variety of reagents and different patterns, then to
test and verify them under the condition of neutron exposure. These activities will certainly
benefit the coming research work to be dealt with.

There were two BNCT seminars held in China. One was held in 1990 and sponsored by
Mathematics and physics Bureau of Chinese Academy of Sciences. 28 researchers and experts
attended the one-day seminar. The other was held in winter of 1995 by Shen-Au Science and
Technology Development (STD) Corporation. More than 70 experts from Russia, Japan,
Europe, United States, Korea and China including Hongkong, Macao and Taiwan regions
participated the one-day meeting. Because of variety of reasons no substantive progress was
promoted after these two seminars.

Another effort made by Shen-Au STD corporation was to evaluate the possibility of
drawing forth epithermal. neutron beam from swimming pool reactor while developing some
kinds of boron compounds and ambitiously aimed at establishing a BNCT Beijing Center to
receive 500 patients in two years. However, this effort failed with no positive results.

At present, only the pulsed reactor in Xi'an is dedicated to the study of epithermal
neutron beam while the Capture Science and Technology Development Co. Ltd. is exploiting
the thermal neutron beam approach with calculation design and to build a hospital based
BNCT facility under scheduled. The Capture's plan lies on the technical support of Beijing
Neurosurgery Institute and Reactor Engineering Research and Design Department of CIAE. A
special facility called Medical Neutron Irradiator or MNI is now exploited and under design.
It is to be located in Beijing Tiantan Hospital and specially available to treat glioma patients.

This work has been performed by a special team headed by Dr. Zhou Yongmao,
member of the Chinese Acadamy Engineering (CAE), and is scheduled to be completed in the
year of 2003.

This facility adopts the reactor type with full safety feature affirmed by IAEA, i.e., the
MNSR type and the experience with thermal neutron beam technique obtained by Japanese
experts. Its power is about 20 kW with neutron exposure about I X 10 n/cM2.S.

As for the future aspects, a high neutron flux new research reactor CARR with 60 MW
power and 8 X 10 ' nlcM2.S of thermal neutron flux will be erected in CIAE at about 2005. A
plan of using epithermal neutron for BNCT treat is underway because it is expected that the
epithermal neutron BNCT treat will reach the phase of routine mode and getting standardized
at that time. Meanwhile, the epithermal approach with Xi'an pulsed reactor is put into
operation and more research work will be done with epithermal neutrons. And further more,
having gained experience on N{NI developed by Capture Co. Ltd. using thermal neutrons, we
are to exploit epithermal neutron BNCT facility MNI-2 for utilization of medical research
center and clinical practice for hospitals.

It is expected that the preparation of selected boron compounds will get localized
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following the progress of BNCT technology.
6. Other Utilization of Research Reactors

An important target to be pursued in developing the PWR power plant in China is to
exploit a kind of fuel element with high burn up, good economics, safe and reliable
performance and low damage rate. The deepened burn up willI make the in-pile behavior of
fuel element getting more complicated and result in unfavorable effects on the fuel
performance.

In order to raise the capability of bearing high burn up for fuel elements, the study on
performance of fuel elements under high burn up condition, especially the behavior of bearing
power ramp (or transient) condition is much required. The common approach to be conducted
is first in the real operation condition of power reactor to build up the burn up to a certain
value, and then move the fuel elements tested to a research reactor to test the effect of fuel
element behavior under the condition of power ramping. An engineered irradiation device and
measuring system specially designed for a research reactor will meet the requirement of
developing the fuel element localized. In the passed five years, the study focussed on: (1) re-
fabrication technique of PWR fuel rods; (2) in-pile test of power changing technology; (3) in-
pile test of instrumented fuel rod. Through these research program, the study approach for
testing the PWR fuel elements in research reactor can be basically mastered.

In this workshop, there is a paper to describe the power ramping study for PWR fuel
assembly and the main results obtained at H-fWRR, the aging research reactor in CIAE.

Besides, there are several applications of research reactors in China, such as the neutron
radiography, NTD silicon production, the use of nuclear heating reactor as a heating supply
center in cold winter, nuclear particle track-etched membrane for forgery-proof purpose, and
topaz gem irradiation, etc.

7. Conclusion
Despite the condition of the main existing research reactors in China is facing aging

problems, the synthetical utilization of research reactors is still prosperous in many fields,
such as neutron scattering study, neutron activation analysis, RI production, and many other
applications.

Now a new research reactor called CARR is under design and to be erected in CIAE
and it will take much more utilization tasks comparative to the present situation because of its
quite high performance.

International cooperation and informnation exchanging in the utilization of research
reactors and also the design experience of reactor similar to CARR are highly expected and of
great value for the construction of CARR.
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